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Overusage of Mouse DH Gene Segment, DFL16.1, Is
Strain-Dependent and Determined by cis-Acting Elements
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The DJH structure is of particular importance for diversity in the immunoglobulin heavy
chain because it encodes most of CDR3. Here, we investigate mechanisms responsible for
generating the DJH structure. We found DFL16.1 was used at a high frequency in normal
and transformed pre-B cells (fetal liver > 50%, A-MuLV lines 25%). One DFL16.1JH1
structure was found repeatedly and was also present in DJH and VDJH databases,
suggesting this structure may be conserved in the primary repertoire. Genetic analysis
demonstrated that C57BL/6 mice use DFL16.1 in DJH structures more frequently than
BALB/c. Examination of individual alleles in (C57BL/6 BALB/c)F1 A-MuLV cell lines
revealed that the C57BL/6-derived allele used DFL16.1 twice as often as the BALB/c. This
result indicates that part of the mechanism ensuring overusage of DFL16.1 gene segments
is cis-acting.
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INTRODUCTION

The process of immunoglobulin gene rearrangement
is the hallmark of B-cell development. Three sets of
gene segments contribute to the variability of im-
munoglobulin heavy chains, namely, the variable
(VH), diversity (DH), and joining (JH) gene seg-
ments (Tonegawa, 1983). In the mouse, there are
approximately 200-1000 VH segments, 15 DH seg-
ments, and 4 JH segments (Kurosawa and Tone-
gawa, 1982; Brodeur et al., 1984; Winter et al., 1985;
Livant et al., 1986; Blankenstein et al., 1987; Lehle
et al., 1988; Christoph and Krawinkel, 1989; Ichi-
hara et al., 1989; Kofler et al., 1992). Additional
diversity is provided by nucleotide additions (N and
P sequences) sometimes associated with the rear-
rangement process (Desiderio et al., 1984; Feeney,
1990, 1992; Lafaille et al., 1990; Meek 1990; Carls-
son et al., 1992). Although there are fewer DH and
JH than VH gene segments, the DJH structure
contributes significantly to the diversity of the vari-
able portion of immunoglobulin. Together they en-
code most of the third complementary determining
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region (CDR3) of the antigen binding site. Under-
standing the parameters that influence the utiliza-
tion of particular DJH structures is therefore
essential for understanding the generation of immu-
noglobulin diversity.

Based on sequence similarity, the murine D region
can be divided into three families: DQ52 (1 mem-
ber), Dsp (12 members), and DFL (2 members).
DFL16.1 is believed to be the most 5’ D gene
segment, whereas DQ52 is the most 3’ gene seg-
ment (Kurosawa and Tonegawa, 1982). Several re-
ports have appeared that indicate that the utilization
of DH families are different from that expected
based on chance alone (Yancopoulos et al., 1988;
Nickerson et al., 1989; Feeney, 1990, 1992; Gu et
al., 1990; Tsukada et al., 1990; Reynaud et al., 1991;
Rolink et al., 1991; Carlsson et al., 1992; Chang et
al., 1992). This raises the possibility that selective
events, as yet undefined, influence significantly the
generation of immunoglobulin diversity (Kohler et
al., 1989; Rolink et al., 1991; Kottman et al., 1992).
To understand better D gene utilization and to
define the genetic parameters that are the basis for
biased usage, we have examined DJH structures in
primary fetal tissue and cell lines. In this report, we
present data demonstrating that the overusage of
DFL16.1 in DJH structures is more extensive in
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 primary fetal-liver tissue than in lines derived from
fetal liver. Data accounting for this observation is
consistent with sequential DH to JH rearrangements
and with DFL16.1 being a preferred D gene segment
in V to DJH joining. Furthermore, we document that
one of the determinants responsible for overusage
of DFL16.1 is strain-specific and cis-acting.

FIGURE 1. Amplification of DFL16.1JH and DSPJH structures:
Two hundred fifty ng of DNA from cell lines were amplified
singly or in pairs using the standard PCR assay. Lane 1: 1-kb
ladder; lane 2:CB135 (DFL16.1JH2); lane 3: CB172(DSPJH3);
lane 4:CB134 (DFL16.1JH3); lane 5:CB43 (DSPJH2); lane 6:
CB82(DSPJH3); lane 7: CB4(DFL16.1JH2); lane 8: CB43(DSPJH2)
and CB82(DSPJH3); lane 9: CB4(DFL16.1JH2) and CB134-
(DFL16.1JH3); lane 10: CB172(DSPJH3) and CB135-
(DFL16.1JH2); lane 11: CB43(DSPJH2) and CB134(DFL16.1JH3);
lane 12: CB4(DFL16.1JH2) and CB82(DSPJH3); and lane 13: 1-kb
ladder (BRL).

RESULTS

An understanding of generation of diversity re-

quires the elucidation of the parameters of DH
utilization. In BALB/c mice, DFL16.1 is the most 5’
DH gene segment. Thus, DH segment utilization for
the Igh allele of BALB/c can be estimated by
Southern analysis of bands hybridizing specifically
to a DH probe using the maps previously deter-
mined (Fig. 2) (Tsukada et al., 1990). However, the
DH locus in C57BL/6 has not been ordered and
thus the relative position of the DH genes in the
locus, specifically, DFL16.1, is now known. There-
fore, in order to determine DH segment utilization
of C57BL/6 Ighb alleles precisely, a restriction map
of the Ighb D-locus is first needed.

5’ DFL16.1 DFL16.1 5’ DSP2 DQ52 JH4

Hindlll/BamHI BamHI/BamHI Pstl/Pstl Kpnl/BamHI BamHI/EcoRI

1600 bp 800 bp 400 bp 600 bp 1600 bp

DFL16.1 DFL16.2 DQ52 JH

DSP2.3 2.4 2.2 (2.5,2.6) 2.7 2.8

10kb
.I

FIGURE 2. D locus in BALB/c: The map of the D region is based on mapping data from Kurosawa and Tonegawa (1982) and
Tsukada et al. (1990). The closed box represents DQ52, closed ovals represent DSP family members, and open ovals represent DFL16
family members. The open box indicates the JH region. The probes used in this study, their flanking-restriction endonuclease sites,
and their sizes are indicated above the solid bars. The dotted lines indicate the relative position the fragment occupies in the BALB/c
genome.
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Mapping the DH Locus on the C57BL/6 Ighb

Allele

Southern analysis of germline DNA from C57BL/6
liver digested with Eco RI and hybridized with DH
region probes is demonstrated in Fig. 3. The
DFL16.1 probe hybridizes preferentially to a 4.0-kb
fragment; the 5’ DFL16.1 and 5’ Dsp probe both
hybridize to 4.0-, 5.0-, 5.6-, and 6.0-kb fragments
(Fig. 2). In addition, the 5’ DFL16.1 probe detects a
10-kb fragment. Previous studies on the BALB/c
allele have shown this fragment does not contain
any coding regions for DH gene segments. The
DQ52 probe detected a 6.6-kb fragment (which also
contains JH locus) (Fig. 3).

FIGURE 3. Southern analysis of germline DH locus in C57BL/6
DNA: Genomic DNA was extracted from C57BL/6 kidney
electrophoresed on 0.8% agarose gel and probed by the method
of Southern (1975) (28). The probes used are summarized in Fig.
1. The lane shown on the left was hybridized with a combination
of 5’ DFL16.1, 5’ DSP, and DQ52 probes. After exposure, the
filter was stripped, exposed, and reprobed with the DFL16.1
probe and is shown in the right-hand lane. Multiple D probes
detected germline bands of 4.0-, 5.0-, 5.6-, 6.0-, 6.6-, and 10.0-kb
fragments, as indicated. The DFL16.1 probe detected only a
4.0-kb fragment.

Deletion mapping was used to determine the
relative map positions of these DH region bands.
We selected (C57BL/6 x BALB/c)F1 A-MuLV-
transformed cell lines that we previously deter-
mined to have DJH rearrangements on the Ighb
allele and VDJ rearrangements on the Igh allele.
Because VDJ rearranged bands are not detected with
DH probes under the conditions employed here, the
only DH bands detected are the DJH rearrange-
ments on the Ighb allele. DNA from these cell lines
was digested with Eco RI and successively probed
with JH- (Fig. 4a) and DH region probes (Figs. 4b
and 4c). Unexplainably, the 10-kb fragment is not
detectable in some Southern blots and is not here,
but previously analysis has confirmed that this band
lies 5’ to all DH segments (Atkinson et al., 1991).
Some of the hybridizing bands contain multiple DH
fragments that are the same size. For example, cell
line CB133 (Fig. 3) has all the germline Dsp and DFL
hybridizing bands, yet has deleted DQ52 and has a
unique DH hybridizing band. The 5.0- and 5.6-kb
Dsp/DFL germline bands are more intense than the
others and are thus likely to contain multiple DH
fragments. A similar state exists in the BALB/c DH
locus, where there are multiple 5.0-kb bands con-
taining members of the Dsp family (Ichihara et al.,
1989). All D gene segments of size 5.0 kb lie 3’ of
the 6.0-kb band as evidenced by the deletion of all
5.0-kb bands in cell lines CB66 and CB73, which
.have rearranged the 6.0-kb band. It is not possible
to determine, in this report, if there are any mem-
bers of 5.6-kb that lie 3’ of the 6.0-kb band but are
too faint to make a noticeable difference in the
intensity of the signal of the 5.6-kb bands.

Cell lines CB28 and CB39 have rearranged DH
bands (3.6-kb for CB28 and 5.0-kb for CB39) that do
not cohybridize with the JH4 probe (Fig. 4). It is not
likely that these bands arose as a result of an
inversion recombination process as inversions retain
intervening DNA and these cell lines have deleted,
at least, the 6.6-kb D gene segment. Although it is
not known what these structures are, possibilities
include D-D fusion (Reynaud et al., 1991) or the
introduction of a new Eco RI site. Cell line CB18 (it
is a VDJ/VDJ cell line) and cell line CB20 (it has
multiple DJs) were excluded from this analysis.
From this analysis (Table 1), the relative map

order of C57BL/6 DH gene segments is as follows:
5’ 4.0-kb, 5.6-kb, 6.0-kb, 5.0-kb and 6.6-kb 3’. The
4.0-kb band contains DFL16.1 and, as in the BALB/
c genome, DFL16.1 is the most 5’ DH gene segment
in the C57BL/6 DH locus.
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a. JH4 probe

b. 5’ DFL16.1 probe

c. 5’ DFL16. !, 5’ DSP & DqS;t probes

TABLE
Summary of D-Region Mapping data for Ighb Allele

ell line Restriction fragment (kb)
4.0 5.6 6.0 5.0 6.6

CB 28 ga g g d
CB 66 g g r d d
CB 73 g g r d d
CB 39 g r d d d
CB 4 d d d d
CB 5 r d d d d
CB 43 d d d d
CB 101 d d d d
CB 108 d d d d
CB 128 d d d d
CB 178 d d d d

aD probe hybridizing bands in germline configuration (g), rearranged (r),
deleted (d).

DFL16.1 Usage in DJH Structures from Day-16
Fetal Liver

The DJH PCR products from applications of DNA
from day-16 C57BL/6 fetal livers were obtained,
cloned, and sequenced in order to determine their D
gene usage (Fig. 5). In 24 DJH sequences (20 from
DJH1, 4 from DJH4), DFL16.1 is used 21 times
(88%). Nine were identical DFL16.1JH1 structures.
Of the unique clones, 10/13 (77%) use DFL16.1.
Random clones were selected, so the finding of an
identical structure nine times was surprising and
suggested that some DFL16.1JH1 products are com-
mon during heavy-chain gene rearrangement. This
possibility is further supported by finding the same

DFL16.1JH1 structure in other analyses (see Discus-
sion) (Feeney, 1990, 1992; Gu et al., 1990; Carlsson
et al., 1992; Chang et al., 1992) and GenBank
release 67.0, (Devereux et al., 1984). We previously
demonstrated that the DFL16.1 gene segment was
used in 73% (8/11) of the JH1 and 55% (22/40) of
all DJH structures BALB/c fetal liver. These data
indicate that DFL16.1 is used preferentially and
more frequently in DJH structures from C57BL/6

FIGURE 4. Southern analysis of Ighb D-JH rearrangements in
(C57BL/6XBALB/c) cell lines: Filters containing DNA from cell
lines C57BL/6 kidney DNA (GERM) was hybridized with (a)
JH4; (b) 5’ DFL16.1; and (c) a combination of 5’ DFL16.1, 5’ DSP,
and DQ52 probes. Cell lines in this study were determined to
have a VHDJH rearrangement on the Igh allele and a D-JH
rearrangement on the Ighb allele. Cell lines with two major JH
hybridizing bands were selected for DH locus-deletion analysis.
Relative map order of DH hybridizing bands was determined by
comparing bands deleted by rearrangement to germline bands.
The filter was stripped and exposed between each probing to
ensure complete stripping. The size markers are indicated by
arrows at the side of the blots and are shown top to bottom as
23.1, 9.4, 6.6, 4.4, 2.3, and 2.0-kb.
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fetal liver than BALB/c (21/24 vs. 22/40, p=0.006,
(Fisher’s Exact Test).
Other characteristics of C57BL/6 DJH structures

also suggest that selective mechanisms influence
their generation. For example, the reading frame (RF)
usage is biased to RF1. Eighteen out of 24 (75%) used
RF1; only a single clone used RF2 (4%) and 5 used
RF3 (21%). Another identifying characteristic is
deletions at the DJH boundary (average 7.2 nucleo-
tides) with no "N" additions. These characteristics
are similar to those found in BALB/C fetal structures
(Gu et al., 1990; Chang et al., 1992) and suggest that
a similar element may be responsible for the biased
gene usage in both strains (Kottman et al., 1992).

DFL16.1 Usage in DJH Structures from Fetal-
Liver-Derived A-MuLV Lines

Fetal-liver DNA contains the array of DJH structures
present at the time the DNA was prepared. The DJH
structures could have been in B-cell progenitors at
the DJ/DJ stage, VDJ/DJ stage, or perhaps in cells
that are not even part of the B lineage. To examine
these questions, A-MuLV lines were established and
analyzed from (C57BL/6xBALB/c)F1 C57BL/6
and BALB/c fetal-liver cells (day 17 of gestation).
All lines were maintained in culture for the same
length of time (6 weeks) before DNA was prepared.
Lines with DJH and VDJ rearrangements were iden-
tified based on Southern blot analysis (described in
detail in Atkinson et al., 1991). Forty-eight
(C57BL/6 xBALB/c)F1, 16 BALB/c, and 14 C57BL/
6 VDJ/DJ A-MuLV lines were examined using
deletion analysis based on the Igh DH locus map
(Tsukada et al., 1990) or the Ighb DH-locus map
(Table 2). An example of a DFL16.1JH band is the
4.5-kb band in CB5 (Fig. 4). We found that 4/16
(25%) of the DJH rearrangements in the BALB/c
lines utilized the DFL16.1 gene segment; 8/14
(57%) in the C57BL/6 lines, and 14/48 (29%) in the

(C57BL/6XBALB/c)F1 lines. Because there are 15
identified DH gene segments in the haploid ge-
nome, random gene usage would be about 7%.
Therefore, DFL16.1 is used in DJH structures signif-
icantly more frequently than random usage in the
three strains examined and reflect the elevated level
of DFL16.1 found in the fetal-liver repertoire.

DFL16.1 Usage in DJH Structures from Igha and
Ighb Alleles

DFL16.1JH structures were more than twice as fre-
quent in C57BL/6 lines as in BALB/c lines (57% vs.
25%). Similarly, fetal-liver DNA from C57BL/6 had
more DFL16.1JH structures than BABL/c (p=0.077,
Fisher’s Exact Test). This result suggests that Igh
haplotype may influence the rearrangement of
DFL16.1. Our set of (C57BL/6 x BALB/c)F 1A-MulV
cell lines allowed us to determine whether these
effects were based on cis- or trans-acting genetic
factors. Of the 48 DJH alleles in the (C57BL/6x
BALB/c)F1 cell lines, 30 DJH structures were on the
Igh allele and 18 on the Ighb allele. The Igh allele
used DFL16.1 in 5/30 (17%) of the DJH rearrange-
ments and the Ighb allele used DFL16.1 in (9/18)
50% of the DJH rearrangements (Table 2). Because
there is a significant difference (p=0.017, Fisher’s
Exact Test) between the usage of DFL16.1 in the Igh
and Ighb haplotypes, these results suggest that at
least some of the factors determining the strain-
specific difference in usage act in cis on the IgH locus.

DQ52 Usage in A-MuLV Lines

Previous reports concluded that DQ52 was used
frequently due to its proximity to the JH locus
(Tsukada et al., 1990). Our analyses of fetal-liver
structures of both BALB/c and C57B1/6 mice dem-
onstrated that DQ52JH structures were the second
most common DJH structure, accounting about 10%

TABLE 2
DFL16.1 Usage in A-MuLV Lines

Strain Ig gene
rearrangemant

status

No. of
lines

No. of DFL16.1
rearrangements

DFL16.1
usage (%)

BALBC
C57BL/6
(C57BL/6 BALB/c)F

VDJaDJ
VDjbDjb
By allele
VDJaDJb
VDjbDj

Summary
VDJ/DJ

16
14

18
30

48

4
8

9
5

14

25
57

5O
17

29
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of the DJH structures (Chang et al., 1992). A-MuLV
lines allowed us to examine the frequency of
DQ52JH structures in situations where much of the
rearrangement history of the cell is maintained
through "subhaploid" populations (Eisen et al.,
1991). Using the DQ52/JH4 PCR primer pair and
DNA from 45 (C57BL/6 X BALB/c)F1 VDJ/DJ lines
and 10 BALB/c VDJ/DJ lines, we found 6 lines
(11%) each with a single DQ52JH rearrangement.
VDJ/DJ lines have undergone multiple rearrange-

ments events--D to J, V to DJ, and perhaps second-
ary D to J rearrangements. Thus, analysis of VDJ/DJ
lines may bias the data against DQ52 usage because
DQ52JH structures would necessarily be deleted by
secondary D to JH replacement. DJ/DJ lines, on the
other hand, may be considered to be less mature
and may therefore contain an "earlier repertoire" of
structures than the VDJ/DJ lines. Using the PCR
assay, we analyzed the DH usage of 20 DJ/DJ lines,

13 from BALB/c and 7 from (C57BL/6 XBALB/c)F1
fetal livers. All lines had DJH structures amplified by
the DSF/JH primer pair but only 1 of the 21 lines
had a DQ52JH amplified structure. This line (lane 11
of Fig. 6) had at least seven DJH structures and
retained a germline-sized band.

Although, DQ52 has been found to be overused
in human fetal cDNAs (Schroeder et al., 1987;
Nickerson et al., 1989; Schroeder and Wang, 1990;
Mortari et al., 1992) and in an A-MuLV line
(Tsukada et al., 1990), our results indicate that
overusage of DQ52 may not be a common feature of
A-MuLV lines. Thus, proximity to JH alone cannot
be the major determinant of DH utilization.

JH Usage in DFL16.1JH Rearrangemehts
The overusage of DFL16.1 in DJH structures could
be the result of an accumulation of secondary D to

DFS/JH4 primer pair

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111Vll

DQ52/JH4 primer pair

JH2
JH3

GL

1:2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 M 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 M

JH1
JH2
JH3

FIGURE 6: Amplification of DNA from A-MuLV lines with DFS/JH4 and DQ52/JH4 primer pairs. 0.5 tg of cell line DNA was
amplified as described in the text and the products visualized on an ethidium bromide-stained agarose gel. Markers at the side denote
the positions of DJH1 (1.3 kb), DJH2 (1 kb), DJH3 (0.7 kb), and DJH4 (0.13 kb) rearrangements as well as the germline (GL)-sized
bands (2 kb). The PCR assay is described in detail in Chang et al. (1992) and in Materials and Methods. Lanes 1-21 are amplifications
of 21 A-MuLV lines. Lane M is the 1-kb ladder (BRL).
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JH joining events that stop when DFL16.1 is joined
to any of the four JHs. Because there are no DH
gene segments upstream of DFL16.1, a DFL16.1JH
structure cannot undergo DJH replacement events.
As a corollary, one would expect to find more DJH3
and DJH4 structures than DJH1 and DJH2 structures
in tissues where secondary events were common.
We examined our collection of A-MuLV lines for
such events by analyzing their JH usage. DNA from
each cell line was amplified separately with the
DSF/JH and DQ52/JH primer pairs. The amplifica-
tion products were analyzed by agarose gel electro-
phoresis. A typical set of reactions is shown in Fig.
6.

Forty-five (C57B1/6xBALB/c)F1 VDJ/DJ lines
were assayed with the DFS/JH4 primer pair. Thirty-
six of the lines had visible DJH structures of which
15 had two or more structures. Forty-seven ampli-
fied products were detected by ethidium bromide
staining. JH1 was used in one of these structures
(2%), JH2 in 9 (19%), JH3 in 18 (38%), and JH4 in
19 (40%). There was one unusual structure of 3-kb
that was not characterized further. Forty-four
(C57BL/6XBALB/c)F1 and 10 (BALB/c) VDJ/DJ
lines were assayed with the DQ52/JH4 primer pair.
Six lines [5/44 (C57B1/6xBALB/c)F1 lines, 1/10
BALB/c lines] had one DQ52JH structure each; 1
JH1, 4 JH2, 0 JH3, and 1 JH4. In total for both
primer sets, 53 DJH structures were detected. JH1
was used 2/53 (3.8,%), JH2 13/53 (25%), JH3 18/53
(34%), and JH4 20/53 (38%) (tabulated in Table 3).
The frequency of DJH1 structures is much less than
random (25%). This is the result expected if DJH
replacement events (which necessarily remove, at
least, DJH1 structures) are occurring.
To examine whether these DJH-replacement

events result in an accumulation of DFL16.1JH
structures and thus are the reason for the over-
utilization of DFL16.1, we determined the JH usage
of DFL16.1JH structures identified by Southern
analysis. Of the 12 structures analyzed, 1/12 used
JH1, 5/12 JH2, 3/12 JH3, and 3/12 JH4. Of the

lines that had a single detectable DJH structure by
PCR, 1/1 of the JH1, 5/5 of the JH2, 3/9 of the
DJH3, and 3/11 of the DJH4 structures were
DFL16.1JH. Because the number of samples is small,
we arbitrarily pooled JH1 with JH2 structures and
JH3 and JH4 structures. With this small sample size,
statistical analysis using Fisher’s Exact Test indicates
that, given the overall frequency of DFL16.1 usage,
the usage of DFL16.1 is not more frequent with JH3
and JH4 than with JH1 and JH2, but rather corre-
lates with JH1 an JH2 usage (p-0.04). Thus, al-
though it appears that secondary rearrangement
occurs based on the infrequent usage of JH1, it
cannot alone account for the level of DFL16.1
because we failed to detect an accumulation of
DFL16.1JH3 and DFL16.1JH4 "structures. The
DFL16.1 gene segment itself may have some inher-
ent characteristics rendering it more recombinogenic
and thus more likely to be utilized in D to JH and V
to DH rearrangements.

DISCUSSION

This report shows in two experimental systems and
in three mouse strains that a single DH gene
segment, DFL16.1, is used in DJH structures at
frequencies ranging from 17 to 70%. The overusage
of a particular gene segment puts constraints on the
degree of diversity in the fetal repertoire, suggesting
that there must be underlying advantages to this
restrictive overusage. In our effort to determine the
reasons for overusage, we ruled out that it could be
solely due to secondary D to JH rearrangements and
uncovered a strain-specific cis-acting genetic ele-
ment that enhances the overuse of DFL16.1. More-
over, we identified a recurring DJH structure that
had counterparts in functional VDJ joins (GenBank
version 67), suggesting that this common structure
is utilized and that some mechanism has evolved to
ensure its perpetuation.

Primer pair

TABLE 3
JH Usage in DJH Structures in VDJ/DJ A-MuLV Lines

Amplified products (%)

Frequency of lines Number of DJH1 DJH2
with amplifiable amplifiable

products products

DJH3 DJH4

DSF/JH4
DQ52/JH4
Total

36/45 47 1(2.1%) 9(19%)
6/54 6 4

53 2(3.8%) 13(25%)

18(38%) 19(40%)
0
18(34%) 20(38%)
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Overusage of DFL16.1 in DJH Structures

Previous analyses of heavy-chain gene rearrange-
ment have generally found overusage of DFL16.1
(Reth et al., 1986; Ichihara et al., 1989; Nickerson et
al., 1989; Feeney, 1990; Gu et al. 1990; Tsukada et
al., 1990; Rolink et al., 1991; Chang et al., 1992) in
normal tissue, transformed and nontransformed
lines. For example, Rolink and colleagues have
analyzed nontransformed lines derived from fetal-
liver cells and found that 50% of the subclones of
one line had DFL16JH rearrangements (Rolink et al.,
1991). The cumulative data show DFL16.1 usage
varying from about 17 to over 70%. The overusage
of DQ52 has been found less consistently, notably
in the progeny of one A-MuLV line (Tsukada et al.,
1990) (where 26% of the usage was DFL16.1 and
25% DQ52), in thymocytes (Suzuki et al., 1989),
and in human cDNAs (Nickerson et al., 1989;
Schroeder and Wang, 1990; Mortari et al., 1992).

In efforts to understand the mechanisms control-
ling Ig gene usage, a number of hypothesis has been
put forward. These studies have provided many
important insights, but have yet to yield a precise
mechanism (Holmberg et al., 1986; Kearney and
Vakil, 1986; Manser and Gefter, 1986; Wu and
Paige, 1988; Kohler et al., 1989; Leclercq et al.,
1989; Grandien et al., 1990; Andrade et al., 1991;
Tsubata et al., 1991; Kottman et al., 1992; Viale et
al., 1992).
Ongoing D to J rearrangements have been de-

tected and studied in A-MuLV lines (for example,
Reth et al., 1986). However, as far as we know,
there is no documented evidence that they occur in
primary tissue. Indeed, analysis of DJH rearrange-
ment in fetal liver and adult bone marrow indicate
that many DJs are "blocked" DFL16.1JH1 structures
(Gu et al., 1990; Rolink et al., 1991; Chang et al.,
1992). Thus, it remains to be seen whether gene
replacement is a major contributor to the final DJH
usage in primary tissue.
DFL16.1 may be a better substrate for the recom-

bination machinery. The recombination signal se-
quences themselves may be "better" than those of
the other DH gene segments. Although inspection
of the RSS of DFL16.1 did not indicate any obvious
RSS advantage, subtle differences may be there and
these differences remain to be tested. Homologies at
joined boundariesmthe 3’ end of DFL16.1 and the 5’
end of JH1 are CTACmhave been suggested as a
"target" that increases the affinity of DNA/
recombinase complex, resulting in preferential join-

ing of these gene segments (Feeney, 1990; Gu et al.,
1990; Rolink et al., 1991; Chang et al., 1992). It may
be that there are sequences lying 5’ of DFL16.1 that
enhance the likelihood of DNA rearrangement in
this region of the locus. For example, if a matrix-
attachment region (MAR) site lies near DFL16.1, this
could render this region more "active" (Dave et al.,
1991). Alternatively, there could be sequences 3’ of
DFL16.1 repressing recombination and the removal
of these sequences through D-JH recombination is
required to activate some aspect of B-lineage differ-
entiation. Experiments assaying the DNA flanking
DQ52 for protein binding sites have revealed sev-
eral potential regulatory regions (Kottman et al.,
1992). Our observation that there is a further en-
hancement of DFL16.1 usage due to a. cis-encoded
element indicates that a search for differences in the
DH locus among strains, possibly in the vicinity of
DFL16.1, might prove fruitful.

DFL16.1 is Present in VDJH Structures

A genetic mechanism appears to have been devel-
oped to ensure DFL16.1 overusage in DJH struc-
tures. In order to influence the antibody repertoire,
it must be present in VDJ structures. Although it is
difficult to compare directly results from A-MuLV
lines and results, ex vivo, from their tissue of
derivation, our analysis of A-MuLV lines and fetal
liver suggests a mechanism whereby its presence in

VDJs may have been ensured. The DFL16.1 usage in
fetal liver was higher (77% in C57BL/6, 55% in

BALB/c) than in A-MuLV cell lines (50% in C57BL/
6, 17% in BALB/c). Cell lines undergo 50 or more
cell divisions during the 6 weeks in culture, whereas
the fetal-liver cells probably undergo only 2-6 cell
divisions during the period they undergo Ig gene
rearrangement (Paige et al., 1984). Given the longer
period available for gene rearrangement in culture,
preferences for certain DJH structures in V to DJ
joining would become evident by comparison of D
usage in these two systems. The finding of fewer
DFL16.1JH structures in the lines than in fetal liver
suggests that more DFL16.1JH structures have been
used in V to DJ joining and thus a DFL16.1JH
structure may be a preferred substrate for VH to DJ
joining.
As well as the data presented in this report, this

hypothesis is supported by data showing that
DFL16.1 is overused in VDJH structures from fetal
or newborn tissue. Feeney found DFL16.1 was used
in 33 out of 114 (30%) VDJH cDNA structures from
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newborn BALB/c spleen (Feeney, 1990). Gu and
coworkers found DFL16.1 was used in 32 out of 72
(44%) of VDJH segment in C.B-20 pre-B and B cells
(Gu et al., 1991b). If this overusage has relevance
for B-cell, differentiation and the generation of
diversity, one might expect to find common struc-
tures in unrelated individuals. At birth, the Ig
repertoire includes specificities that will protect
against common pathogens. In addition, the Ig
repertoire may be a result of the development of a
connectivity of idiotype/antiidiotype specificities
(Kearney and Vakil, 1986; Carlsson and Holmberg,
1990; Hirashima et al., 1990; Carlsson et al., 1991).
In both cases, certain recombinations of VH, D, and
JH gene segments may be necessary to generate the
desired specificities or "connecting" idiotypes. Evi-
dence that this indeed may be the case comes from
the identification of the same DFL16.1JH1 structure
in 9 out of 20 C57B1/6 DJH1 structures, in 7 out of
11 BALB/c DJH1 structures (Chang et al., 1992), in
3 out of 8 of the newborn VDJH1 sequences of Gu
and coworkers (Gu et al., 1990), and in 5 out of 20
VDJH1 structures from newborn tissue (yet only 4
out of 55 VDJH1 structures from adult tissues) of
Feeney (1990). Moreover, a retrovirus budding B
lymphoma has the same DJH join in its antigen
receptor (Jack et al., 1992). A search of GenBank
(release 67) identified 12 such rearranged VDJH1
gene structures. Interestingly, some of these struc-
tures had antiphosp,horylcholine specificity, an an-
tigen specificity present in the newborn repertoire.
The frequency of this joint and its presence in the
functional Ig repertoire reinforces the notion that
this structure is important and thus its presence has
been ensured by selection during the evolution of
the species.

Strain Differences

In the study reported here, there is significantly
more DFL16.1 gene segment usage in DJH struc-
tures from Ighb alleles than Igh alleles. One possi-
ble explanation for this may be that DSP2 structures
are preferred substrates for VDJH structures on Ighb
alleles, and therefore are underrepresented in DJH
structures. A prediction of this model would be an
overrepresentation of DSP2 segments in VDJH
structures on Ighb alleles. To date, there has been
documentation of DFL16.1 and not DSP2 overusage
on Ighb alleles (Gu et al., 1991b).

Strain differences in VH gene rearrangements
have been documented (Cancro and Klinman, 1981;

Wu and Paige, 1986; Jeong et al., 1988; Yancopoulos
et al., 1988; Freitas et al., 1989; Atkinson et al.,
1991; Kofler et al., 1992; Viale et al., 1992). In
general, C57BL/6 mice have been found rearranged
to 5’ VH-gene segments more frequently than
BALB/c mice. Thus, for both DH- and VH-gene
segments, C57BL/6 mice rearrange Ig genes more
frequently to the 5’ region of the locus. Because it is
not known whether the distance between DFL16.1
and JH is the same in both strains, it remains
possible that there is a difference in this distance. If
there is a difference, this difference either because of
the DNA sequence therein or because of the dis-
tance per se may be part of the reason for the strain
difference in DFL16.1 usage.

Strain differences in DH-gene usage are also seen
in antibody responses against defined antigens. One
well-described system is the antibody response
against the hapten NP. C57BL/6 mice immunized
with NP produce antibodies with the idiotype NpB;
BALB/c mice are not able to produce this idiotype.
The congenic mouse C-B/R3 that has the Ighb VH
and , locus and the Igh D-J locus has a reduced
frequency of the NPb idiotype (Klinman and Linto,
1988). This idiotype contains DFL16.1 and because
the coding nucleotides for DFL16.1 are identified in

BALB/c and C57BL/6, this result indicates that a

genetic element associated with the Igh D-J region
must be influencing the frequency of cells bearing
this specific CDR3. This cis-acting element may be
the same or similar to the element described in this
study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice and Cell Lines

Mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar
Harbor, ME) and maintained at the animal colony of
the Ontario Cancer Institute. Timed pregnancies
were established as previously described, with day 0
of gestation being the day of mating. Livers were
removed from fetuses at day 12 to 17 of gestation
(Paige et al., 1984). Six to eight fetal livers from one
mother were pooled. Lines were derived from 17-
day fetal-liver cells of BALB/c, C57BL/6, and
(C57BL/6xBALB/c)F1 fetuses infected with Abel-
son murine leukemia virus (A-MuLV), as described
previously (Atkinson et al., 1991). Cell lines were
cultured for a maximum of 6 weeks in vitro prior to
analysis of gene rearrangements.
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DNA Preparation

Single-cell suspensions were prepared from fetal
liver using standard procedures (Paige et al., 1984).
Genomic DNA was isolated from fetal-liver cells or
cultured cells as described previously (Atkinson et
al., 1991) with the following modification: Precipi-
tated DNA was spooled onto glass rods, washed in
70% ethanol, and resuspended in TE buffer (Mani-
atis et al., 1982).

GenBank. The JH4 primer is 5’ AAAGACCTGCA-
GAGGCCATTCTTACC 3’. It is a 26 mer containing
sequences in the J-C intron immediately 3’ of JH4
exon excepting that the ninth nucleotide was
changed from a C to a G to obtain a PstI site. It is a

unique sequence in GenBank.
The oligonucleotides were synthesized on a DNA

synthesizer (Applied Biosystems) and purified by
using NENSORB PREP cartridges (Du Pont).

Southern Analysis of Ig-Gene Rearrangements

The method used to determine of the immunoglo-
bulin rearrangement status of individual alleles in
A-MuLV cell lines is described in detail elsewhere
(Atkinson et al., 1991). Briefly, DNA from cell lines
is electrophoresed through 0.8% agarose TAE gels
(Maniatis et al., 1982), transferred to Zeta-Probe
membranes (Bio-Rad), and analyzed using the
method of Southern with DH and JH4 segment
probes as indicated (Southern, 1975). Four DH
probes were used. The DFL16.1 probe is an 800-bp
BamHI-BamHI fragment that contains DFL16.1 cod-
ing and flanking sequences. The 5’ DFL16.1 probe is
a 1600-bp HindlII-BamHI fragment located 5’ to
DFL16.1 coding region. The 5’ DSP2 fragment is a
400-bp PstI-PstI fragment located 5’ to DSP2.2. The
DQ52 probe is a 600-bp KpnI-BamHI fragment
containing DQ52 codin8 and flanking sequences.
The JH probe is a 1200-bp HindlII-EcoRl containing
JH4 coding and flanking sequences. The blots were
hybridized and washed as described (final wash was
0.1%SDS, lxSSC, 65C, 30 min) and exposed to
X-ray film with intensifying screens for 1-7 days
(Atkinson et al., 1991).

Oligonucleotide Primers

The DSF primer is 5’ AGGGATCCTTGTGAAGG-
GATCTACTACTGTG 3’. It is a 31 mer extending
from the 5’ end of the recombination signal se-
quence (RSS) nonamer of DSP/DFL through the
spacer to the 3’ end of the heptamer, and contains
no DH-coding sequences. It is specific for DFL- and
Dsp-gene segments, differing from the published
sequences of each member of the two families in
three positions. The DQ52 primer is 5’ GCGGAG-
CACCAcAGTGCAAcTGGGAC 3’. It is a 26 mer,
specific for DQ52, extending from within the 5’ RSS
spacer through the heptamer to the end of the
coding sequence of DQ52. It is a unique sequence in

PCR Assay
The assay for DJH1 to DJH4 rearrangements was
developed and standardized as reported in (Chang
et al., 1992). In summary, PCR reactions were
performed in siliconized 500-/1 epindorf tubes in a
volume of 100/1 in 10 mM Tris-C1 (pH 8.3 at 25 C),
50 mM KC1, 1.5 mM MgC12, 0.01% (w/v) gelatin,
and containing 0.5/g DNA, 200/M of each dNTP,
0.5/M of each oligonucleotide primer, and 2.5 units
Taq polymerase (Perkin- Elmer Cetus). The reaction
was overlaid with oil. A Perkin-Elmer Cetus DNA
thermo-cycler was used. Each cycle consisted of
1-min denaturation at 94C, 1.5-min annealing at
60C, and 2-min polymerization at 72 C. The cycle
was repeated 30 times. The polymerization time was
extended an additional 3 sec in each cycle. The final
polymerization step was extended an additional 10
min. One-tenth of each PCR amplification reaction
was loaded on a 1.5% agarose gel (Sigma), electro-
phoresed in TAE buffer (Maniatis et al., 1982),
stained with ethidium bromide, and visualized for
photography. Experiments designed to ensure that
amplification was both quantitative and qualitative
for the DSF/JH4 and the DQ52/JH4 primer pairs
are described in detail in Chang et al., 1992. For
example, the DSF primer anneals to both Dsp and
DFL16.1 gene segments; therefore, it was necessary
to determine whether amplification was indepen-
dent of the DH gene to which the primer had
annealed. This was confirmed as follows (Fig. 1):
VDJ/DJ lines using either a Dsp or DFL16.1 gene
segment on the DJH allele were identified (as de-
scribed in what follows). DNA from lines having
DJH2 and DJH3 rearrangements were amplified
singly or in pairs at 1:1 ratios in the amounts of 250
ng each per reaction. As shown in Fig. 1, the degree
of amplification of each DJH rearrangement either
singly or paired was independent of whether the
DNA contained DFL16.1JH or DspJH sequences,
verifying that the DSF primer does not amplify
DFL16.1 preferentially. The differences in the inten-
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sity of coamplified bands from the cell lines may be
due to differences in DNA preparations, leading us
to now preexamine DNA before amplification. The
standardization for the DQ52/JH4 pair is described
in Materials and Methods and Fig. 5 of Chang et al.,
1992.

Cloning and Sequencing

The amplified products were purified from Nusieve
agarose (FMC Bioproducts) gels and cloned into
pBlueScribe either by blunt ligation or by utilizing
the BamHI and PstI enzyme sites contained in the
primers. Sequencing was performed using the
double-stranded method with the T7 Sequencing kit
(Pharmacia) and the reverse universal sequencing
primers.

Statistics

Statistical comparisons in 2x2 contingency tables
were made using Fisher’s Exact Test.
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